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From the Chair
Dear IFMA Board of Directors and IFMA Members:
IFMA’s FM Research and Benchmarking Institute (RBI) was established in 2017 to provide facility
management professionals with current benchmarking metrics and relevant research to expand
their knowledge and apply the best content available to their practices and careers. The creation
of this valuable content is accomplished through the contributions of FM professionals, FM
service providers, academics and research partners.
IFMA’s goal for RBI is to help create global leadership within the FM profession through
meaningful, relevant and groundbreaking research and benchmarking. RBI products provide FM
professionals with the leverage to gain leadership capabilities within the built environment.
The importance of this objective has compelled IFMA leadership to reevaluate the strategic
direction of the Institute. This year’s strategic review will equip RBI with clear thinking and
actions needed for the next 3-5 years and align its focus with IFMA’s direction and focus.
During this time, we will continue to provide new and updated benchmarking reports and
strengthen our connection with the FM research community globally. These actions will assure
RBI’s success and further our goals for the benefit of the FM profession.

CHAIRMAN
William M. O’Neill, CFM
Consultant
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Staff
Nickalos A. Rocha, MPA
Director of Research and Operations

Support. Ignite.

Leave your mark.

It takes a strong vision to capture the
attention of industry trailblazers.
And it takes an industry trailblazer to ignite
opportunities that make a difference.
JLL is one of these thought leaders — supporting the development and engagement of
talent and helping to pioneer the path for those wanting to support talent to stay
current and competitive.
The firm’s generosity has been with the FM profession for many years, standing at the
forefront of industry events and conversations, being a long-standing supporter of the
International Facility Management Association (IFMA) and providing initial funding
paramount to the establishment of the FM Research and Benchmarking Institute (RBI).

Ways to leave your mark with top-notch industry
leading research:
Sponsor/underwrite the RBI by becoming a *Founders Circle member
Sponsor/underwrite a future research report
Support a future RBI research symposium
Sponsor the update to the RBI benchmarking software platform

JLL, along with IFMA, aims to make a statement to the FM world.
As a member of the RBI’s Founders Circle, JLL made a public commitment to advance
the knowledge of an industry supported by 25 million professionals worldwide. Its
collaboration with the RBI takes a step toward equipping FM professionals with
leading-edge research and resources to meet heightened demands.

*Go to http://research.ifma.org/support-rbi/
for more information on the Founders Circle membership.

Whether it is through sponsorship, underwriting or joining JLL and IFMA in the Founders
Circle, there are multiple ways to leave your mark as a trailblazing partner supporting
high-caliber FM research products and services.
g
mh
ha
The opportunity has bee
been ignited.
The p
platform
has been established. We invite you to
b
ffeerence maker
kerr w
with uss aas we bet
better ser
sserve tthe resource needs of our FM industry.
be a diff
difference

Contact nickalos.rocha@ifma.org for more information on sponsorship,
underwriting or membership into the Founders Circle.

FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

The FM Research and Benchmarking Institute (RBI) is focused on
providing the best possible facility management benchmarking
and research products to a broad spectrum of market segments.
The ability to convene facility management (FM) subject
matter experts in pursuit of refining FM research is critical to
the industry. Furthermore, the desire to support strategies by
leveraging global expertise is a testament to IFMA members and
their desire to seek the best possible resources in supporting
their professional responsibilities.
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FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

MISSION
Provide global leadership in advancing the facility management
profession and improving the built environment through
academic and applied research and benchmarking studies.

VISION
To be the most trusted source of research and related products
advancing the global body of knowledge that supports a resilient
built environment and facility management services industry.

OBJECTIVES
• To provide global research strategy support to all IFMA
boards in developing processes to support future
research development.
• To provide IFMA members with the best possible
research from the academic and applied sectors of FM.
• To provide IFMA and non-IFMA members opportunities
to attend facility management research-based events.
• To provide the best possible FM-based research at
an economical cost from both a global and regional
perspective.
• To provide futurist, thought-provoking FM research and
develop paradigms.
• To provide facility managers and the wider built
environment the best possible benchmarking data.
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HISTORY
The vision in developing the FM RBI was to centralize the IFMA research
department and IFMA Foundation research efforts under one organization.
The stakeholders determined that the best possible solution for generating
and advancing FM research would be an institute dedicated to the needs
of current facility managers, while continuing to support the IFMA
Foundation’s work on growing the next generation of facility managers.
The IFMA RBI was in the design stage for a few years before
implementation. During this design stage, meetings were held with
multiple groups within IFMA and the IFMA Foundation and empirical
research was conducted on existing models of institutes within the private
and public sectors.

FM Research & Benchmarking Institute
In 2019, FM RBI research and benchmarking efforts focused on the development of the new Resource Advantage Platform, a more arduous task than previously
expected. Efforts also continued to develop an operations and maintenance health care benchmark report, to plan for future international O&M benchmark
studies and for future inclusion into the new benchmark tool to launch in 2020. Developing Space and Planning benchmark study to update one of IFMA’s most
cited reports in early 2020.

Global Space and Planning
This report updated the previous Space and Project Management
benchmark report. Via a group of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs),
meetings were organized and the data collection phase was
completed. Final report expected to post to IFMA online store by
end of May 2020.

European Union - Operations and Maintenance
This report focuses on filling a gap in benchmark literature. IFMA’s
first attempt at this effort was in 1982; we seek to build upon this
past effort. Initial steps were taken to orient EMEA regional board and
supporting champions on the proposed effort. Expected completion of
this study is end of 2020.

Asia Operations and Maintenance
This study is currently in the design phase with IFMA SME
involvement. Expected deployment of benchmark survey is expected
in less than three weeks. The final report is expected in August.

Operations and Maintenance North America Index
FM RBI is currently collecting data for a stratified sample; once
attained, the report will be completed and posted to the IFMA store.
Expected completion is May 2020.
Operations and Maintenance Health Care
The data collection phase has recently completed. A novel approach
has been incorporated into this study which has never been used in
past IFMA benchmark studies. Expected completion is May 2020.

If you are interested in reviewing abstracts or purchasing any
of these reports, they can be found here:
www.ifma.org/marketplace/bookstore/products
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Adapting to Climate Change for Facility Management Professionals
This study synthesized existing Climate Change report for Facility
Managers. IFMA’s ESUS Subject Matter Experts contributed to it’s
development in support of the author. This report is sponsored by
BGIS. Final report to be posted in IFMA’s Knowledge Library.

FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

RESOURCE ADVANTAGE PL ATFORM
During the development process of this important tool, we agreed upon a final name for the new
platform: Resource Advantage Platform. With project end revisions specific to user subscriptions
currently being completed, the expectation is for the new system to be available for subscription
purchases in May 2020. There will be multiple options available for members and nonmembers.
The long-term goal for the platform is to support benchmarking tools, an organizational assessment
tool, an FM salary survey tool and other resources. Multiple tools within the platform will be launched
in the next few years.
The long-term planning for the Resource Advantage Platform incorporates the development of a
global benchmark tool. Different regions/countries will be incorporated each fiscal year. The first three
regions to be included in 2020 are: North America, Asia and European Union. Other regions targeted in
future years are the Middle East, Mexico, South America, the Caribbean and African regions.

Region

Type of update

Project start

Most recent year of data

Project delivery

Operations and Maintenance North America

Index

Sep 2019

2019

May 2020

Operations and Maintenance North America

Full survey

Aug 2020

2019/2020

Apr 2021

Operations and Maintenance Asia

Full survey

Oct 2019

2019

Aug 2020

Operations and Maintenance European Union

Full survey

Apr 2020

2019

Dec 2020

Operations and Maintenance Middle East

Full survey

Jun/Jul 2020

2019

Apr 2021

Operations and Maintenance Caribbean

Full survey

Sep 2020

2019/2020

Mar 2021

Yearly

Continuous

2019/2020

Continuous

Operations and Maintenance Global
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FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

FM RBI joins the program at
World Workplace 2020.

FM RBI RESEARCH
CONFERENCE TRACK
The RBI will have formal RBI research tracks at World
Workplace conferences commencing in 2020. The first will be
at IFMA’s World Workplace in Chicago in September 2020.
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FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

ACADEMIC JOURNAL
FM Research and Benchmarking Institute will commission two
special journal issues by the Journal of Facility Management
Education and Research (JFMER). This global information stream
will help supplement IFMA/RBI with another information
conduit. Topics researched will be pivotal to current interests
within FM and the wider built environment. Special issues
funded last year are due for completion this year. The issue
topics are Internet of Things and smart buildings.
Journal of Facility Management Education and Research
provides researchers and industry professionals a forum
to present knowledge relevant to the practice of facility
management. The special issues may include: peer-reviewed
papers, case studies, technical notes and other items of
interest to the field. To review past issues, visit www.jfmer.org.
JFMER publishes material specifically in the following content
areas under the general umbrella of facility management:

•

Professional practice issues, challenges and areas of opportunity.

•

Technology business acumen, including the management and optimization of
existing solutions.

•

Operations and maintenance in the planning of new built assets and management
of existing facilities.

•

Organizational culture and its impact on the business of facility management,
including leadership, workplace design and safety.

•

Corporate communications, including stakeholder engagement and policy
development development.

•

Sustainability practices, including facility evaluation and life cycle process.

•

Performance and quality of the facility organization and assets and other functions.

•

Financial management of the facility organization, budgeting, contracting
and procurement.

•

Emergency management, disaster planning, hazards materials and
business continuity.

•
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Project development, planning, scoping and contract administration.

FM Research & Benchmarking Institute

SPONSORSHIP

Support research products,
benchmark data, research
symposiums and tools that
benefit facility managers.

FM RBI is seeking sponsorship for reports supporting facility
managers and the wider built environment. Sponsorship is
being pursued for these resources:
•
•
•
•

Space benchmark reports
Research reports
Benchmark platform modules
Webinars

• Research and/or benchmarking presentations at World
Workplace conferences
For more information about sponsorship opportunities,
please contact nickalos.rocha@ifma.org.
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Audience Overview
research.ifma.org
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Audience Overview – research.ifma.org

WEBSITE ANALY TICS
January 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019

Users by Month
2,000
1,500
1,000
500

February 2019

May 2019

PAGE VIEWS

25,878
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August 2019

December 2019

USERS

NEW USERS

7,610

7,589

SESSIONS

PAGES/SESSION

9,861

2.62

Audience Overview – research.ifma.org

WEBSITE ANALY TICS
January 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019

Users by Country

1

2,420

Top Countries (listed highest to lowest)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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United States
Canada
India
United Kingdom
United Arab Emirates

6. Nigeria
7. Germany
8. Saudi Arabia
9. Singapore
10. China

Audience Overview – research.ifma.org

WEBSITE ANALY TICS
January 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019

2019
NEW USERS

7,589
2019
USERS

7,610
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2018 NEW
USERS

4,271

2018 USERS

4,241

Projects & Events
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Projects & Events
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

Climate Change Fundamentals for Facility Management
Professionals
Sponsored by BGIS, this publication helps facility managers understand and prepare
their facilities for climate change threats. Curated from multiple scientific studies,
this free report reduces 3,000 pages of scientific evidence to 30 pages of key points
that every FM can use immediately. Insights include: how the science behind climate
change can make compelling cases for improvements, why it is important to prepare for
impacts now and understanding what those impacts are.

ESUS

Environmental Stewardship
Utilities & Sustainability

Community
A Community of
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Projects & Events

UPCOMING PROJECTS
Benchmarking Reports
RBI will seek to expand international benchmarking efforts with operations
and maintenance benchmark reports for the Middle East, Africa, Latin America
and the Caribbean. Data will subsequently be uploaded to the new benchmark
platform. All benchmark reports where appropriate will be integrated into the
new benchmark system. Developing a key set of tools in support of facility
managers moves the RBI to begin considering partnering globally to provide a
key salary survey report for both FMs and managerial staff.

Research Projects
Research methods will focus on examining global asset management best
practices and identifying the information best serving FMs. Another target will
be examining the state of Artificial Intelligence within Facility Management –
how far has it evolved and where is it going? We are currently seeking sponsors
for an FM market size study.

What many IFMA members and
nonmembers don’t know is that FM
RBI offers a research subscription
with a minimum of five research
report purchases.
FM RBI offers a yearly special
discount on research publications
so stay tuned. The benefit is a
discounted price between 10 percent
and 15 percent, for new publications.

Other areas to be examined are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Middle East - Operations and Maintenance benchmark report
FM Salary survey
Succession planning for the facility management organization
FM Trends report
FM Outsourcing report
The state of the Internet of Things
Life cycle costing
Members pay US$195 versus US$295 per identified research
report; nonmembers pay US$375 versus US$445 per publication. If
interested, please email nickalos.rocha@ifma.org.
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Projects & Events

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Webinars Planned in 2020
RBI’s monthly webinars address and educate
facility managers on the most-discussed
topics from IFMA’s Engage member platform.
Options are available to attend live, register to
receive the recording or download later from
IFMA’s Knowledge Library. Most webinars are
conducted on Wednesdays at noon (CST).
The RBI will consider charging non-IFMA
members webinar attendance fees starting
in July 2020. Estimated cost to attend an RBI
webinar is from US$25 to US$55. All webinar
revenue will be reinvested into new webinars.

MARCH 4

Hot Topics from IFMA Engage

Facility Management: A Career
of Choice for Today and Beyond

APRIL 1

Super-Charged Project Planning
& Partnering
APRIL 14
APRIL 2

Buying Roofing Systems –

How to Stay Out of Jail When
You Have International FM
Responsibilities

Learn Industry Best Practices
That Provide Value

APRIL 8

Drones, Roofing Safety, and
Maintenance Strategy: The
Trifecta of Excellence!
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APRIL 16

APRIL 22

Occupancy Outcomes: Why the
Project Begins After Occupancy,
and Why Tracking Outcomes is
Imperative

Projects & Events

UPCOMING WEBINARS
APRIL 29

Becoming a Client of Choice:
Developing Savvy Facility
Professionals in Procuring Design
and Construction Services

MAY 6

Scope Development 101 for the
Most Common FM Contracts

MAY 20

Dealing with Emotional Support
Animals in our Buildings

JUNE 3

The Leadership Toolbox for
Technology Implementation
and Adoption

MAY 13

JUNE 10

The Practical Guide for
Effective Evaluation of FM
Service Proposals

Internet of Things and Facility
Management: Five Trends to
Keep an Eye On
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JUNE 17

Prevention through Design –
How Facility Managers Can
Have a Stronger Voice in Safety

JUNE 24

Finding the One: Identifying
Future High Performers
and Laser-guided Talent
Development

JULY 22

Developing an Effective
Customer Satisfaction
Questionnaire for
Building Occupants

Projects & Events

GRADUATE STUDENT WEBINAR SERIES
FM Research and Benchmarking Institute
Graduate Student Webinar Initiative
This year RBI will launch a global Graduate Student Webinar series. The focus of this effort is to allow
exemplary Graduate Students to share the culmination of their research with webinar attendees.
This new initiative allows graduate students globally to share their thesis and dissertation research with
IFMA members and nonmembers in a webinar series. This webinar series in intended to empower the
next generation of researchers in the facility management and wider built environment fields. Through
this effort, we will bring researchers and practitioners together in support of sharing new information,
tools and applicability. The graduate students will disseminate knowledge to individuals on the front
lines and strategists seeking to impact their workplaces with cutting-edge research.
The focus is to enable graduate students to share their research from a practitioner’s perspective
when possible. Students will not only have a forum for presenting their years of hard work, but also an
opportunity to engage with professionals who represent potential mentors or future employers. The
visibility that comes from presenting to this high-profile audience also benefits the student’s university,
showcasing the results of the student’s educational journey.

Key Requirements:
• Students studying in a master’s or Ph.D.
program in Facility Management or related
built environment field;
• Graduate student Committee Chair has
overseen development of presentation;
• Research is presented with an applied side
focus (how it benefits facility management
and wider built environment practitioners).
If possible, tools and/or lessons learned are
highlighted in the research so FMs can use
that information;
• High-level executive summary resides in
IFMA’s Knowledge Library with possible link
back to full dissertation within university
journal;
• Presenter agrees to have the presentation
recorded and added to IFMA’s Knowledge
Library for future access to registered
library users.
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Projects & Events

RESEARCH CONFERENCE TRACKS
During 2020, World Workplace conferences will have RBI
research track(s). These research tracks will present visionary
speakers/content previously not presented at World Workplace.
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Surveys & Growth
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Surveys & Growth

Product-Specific Surveys
These surveys support specific research or
benchmarking reports.

PAST SURVEYS
During the last few years, every effort has been
made to decrease the number of surveys issued
to IFMA members. Now IFMA Headquarters
conducts a few extensive surveys during the
year as compared to every other month or every
quarter. IFMA event surveys are some of the
most in-depth. Furthering the streamlining
efforts, surveys will become aligned with
IFMA members’ content management system
individual profiles, thus past survey data will
populate future surveys of existing questions
answered already, ultimately decreasing
participants time.
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Membership Surveys
These surveys help complete the IFMA member
profile. We use surveys versus having staff call to
collect information over the phone. This saves time
for the individual and staff as it is at the discretion of
the member to complete the questions.

Post-Event Surveys
These focus on World Workplace, Facility Fusion and
other events around the globe.

Surveys & Growth

INTERNATIONAL GROW TH

This year benchmarking
projects have been
initiated to incorporate
Asia, the European Union
and the Middle East
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RBI will have several benchmarking and research reports
released in 2020. The ultimate goal is to provide FMs with
the data and research needed to support their needs within
the workplace. This past year allowed for a realignment and
planning of international benchmarking goals, while continuing
to support North American goals. This year benchmarking
projects have been initiated to incorporate Asia, the European
Union and the Middle East. Benchmark reports for Asia and
the European Union will be published in 2020, while the Middle
East benchmark report will be published in 2021. All data will be
incorporated into the new Resource Advantage Platform.

Sponsorship
FM RBI is seeking to partner with organizations that have
mutual interests in providing products to FM and the wider
built environment. Learn more about the areas and types of
sponsorship opportunities available in the following pages.
To begin the discussion, please contact nickalos.rocha@ifma.org.
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Sponsorship

FOUNDERS CIRCLE
US$50,000 PER YEAR
Five-Year Commitment
CURRENT BENEFITS ARE:

FM RBI
FOUNDERS CIRCLE
The IFMA FM Research and Benchmarking
Institute has been established to fund industry
research critical to supporting the role of facility
management as a strategic business partner.
With your support, we can expand the FM
knowledge base, ensuring that the professionals
who maintain and safeguard our facilities have
access to tools and resources of the highest
caliber — now and into the future.
Our Founders Circle supporters have
demonstrated a deep commitment to FM’s
future and played a key role in establishing a
solid foundation for the institute, ensuring its
growth and success. An investment of US$50,000
per year ensures the contributor’s place in the
Founder’s Circle for a five-year period.
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• Access to early release of research
publications
• Opportunity to submit a topic for and
moderate an event roundtable
• Opportunity to observe think tank(s)
• Preview of annual research agenda
• Full-page advertorial in published
research reports
• Participation in submitting blog/vlog on
specific topic(s)
• Up to two of the sponsoring company
employees can attend yearly research
conference for free (free conference
registration) to tentatively commence
in 2020
• Free monthly webinar attendance - up to
five sponsoring company associates

SUPPORTERS OF THE
FOUNDERS CIRCLE
US$25,000 - US$40,000 PER YEAR*
Three-Year Commitment
CURRENT BENEFITS ARE:
• Half-page advertorial in published
research reports
• Participation in submitting blog/Vblog on
specific topic(s)
• Up to two of the sponsoring company
employees can attend yearly research
conference for free (free conference
registration) to tentatively commence in 2020
• Free monthly webinar attendance - up to
five sponsoring company associates
*Customized packages available

Sponsorship

PARTNERS
We highly value our partnerships with
invested partners. The partners listed
are a true testament to excellence,
dedication, inspiration and innovation.

SIMPLAR
INSTITUTE
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Sponsorship

RESEARCH REPORTS

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR
US$55,000 PER YEAR*
INCLUDES:

RESEARCH REPORTS
SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship of an entire research report
supports basic research, graphic design
and copy editing. Sometimes, it may cover
translational services as well. Sponsorship
levels include: Principal Sponsor, Contributing
Sponsor and Supporting Sponsor.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Participation in survey development (1-2 questions) of the overall survey
Opportunity to submit appropriate case studies
Participation in RBI presentation of material (webinar or conference session)
20 copies of printed report
PDF version of report to share with internal employees and clients (up to 25 unique links for clients)
Company logo on cover of the published research report
Company name recognized in the official report press release
Company logo hyperlinked to your URL on related electronic materials distributed to IFMA members
A short (50 words maximum) description of the sponsor’s company and a link to the sponsor’s
website on the IFMA and/or RBI Research page for up to three months
Recognition in the WIRE on underwriting/sponsorship support. If the sponsor wishes to produce
a webinar or video on the topic of the publication, RBI research will provide a message expressing
IFMA’s/RBI’s appreciation
Recognition on a list of sponsors displayed at all IFMA events
Inclusion of the sponsor’s name on a list of research underwriters/sponsors included in an annual
IFMA research publication
The IFMA will provide support for a press release by the sponsor that promotes the publication.
The press release wording is subject to approval by IFMA Communications/External Relations
Podcast with IFMA executive and author of study (15-20 minutes)
*Cost is for a single sponsor (not shared)
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Sponsorship

RESEARCH REPORTS SPONSORSHIP

RESEARCH REPORTS

RESEARCH REPORTS

CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

• Opportunity to suggest appropriate case studies
• PDF version of report to share with internal employees and clients
(up to 20 unique links for clients)
• Company logo on cover of the research report
• Company name recognized in the official report press release
• Company logo hyperlinked to your URL on related electronic materials
distributed to IFMA members
• Recognition in the WIRE on underwriting/sponsorship support
• Recognition on a list of sponsors displayed at select IFMA events (Facility Fusion)
• Inclusion of the sponsor’s name on a list of research underwriters/sponsors
included in an annual IFMA Research publication
• Conditional - there must be three or more sponsors to fill this category

•
•
•
•

US$18,000 PER YEAR*

*Cost is for a shared sponsorship of three sponsors at US$18,000 each
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US$11,000 PER YEAR*

PDF version of report to share with internal employees
Company name on cover of the research report
Company name recognized in the official report press release
Company name hyperlinked to your URL on related electronic materials
distributed to IFMA members
• Inclusion of the sponsor’s name on a list of research underwriters/
sponsors included in an annual RBI/IFMA Research publication
• Conditional - there must be five sponsors at this level in order
to complete a research report 					
*Cost is for a shared sponsorship of at least five sponsors at US$11,000 each

Sponsorship

WEBINAR SPONSOR
US$750 PER WEBINAR

UPCOMING WEBINARS:

WEBINAR SPONSORSHIP
RBI’s monthly webinars address and educate
facility managers on the most-discussed topics
from IFMA’s Engage member platform.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change Management Projects (topic in general and sample RFPs)
How Industry Can Engage with Academia/Institutions of Higher Learning in FM?
Software Procurements (CMMS)
Squeaky Clean: Best Practices in Janitorial Services Contracting and Performance Measurement
Developing an Effective Scope of Work for Operations and Service Contracts
Making FM a Career of Choice
The Ins and Outs of Construction RFP Development
Women in Facility Management
Energy Management
Moving from Technical to Business Skills
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Drones) Usage in Facility Management
Emergency Management: Plan for Disaster Before It’s Too Late
Product Evaluation Management: Commodities Procurement Made Easy
Managing the Non-Profit FM Organization
Facility Condition Assessment 101
Organizational Change Readiness
Organizational Risk Management and Performance Measurement

Sponsorship

BENCHMARKING MODULES

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR
US$38,000 PER YEAR*
INCLUDES:

BENCHMARKING
MODULES SPONSORSHIP
RBI Benchmark Portal 2019 and 2020
sponsorship opportunities include Principal
Sponsor, Contributing Sponsor and
Supporting Sponsor.

• Opportunity to have aggregate benchmark data integrated into company
dashboard for one year for selected number of employees
• Company logo on annual RBI research report
• Company name recognized in the official press release supporting benchmarking
system evolution
• Company logo hyperlinked to your URL on related RBI electronic materials
distributed to IFMA members
• Company name and logo on quarterly benchmark information to benchmark
module participants
•
•
•
•

Recognition on a list of sponsors displayed at select IFMA events
Recognition in the IFMA WIRE e-newsletter
Inclusion on a list of research sponsors included in an annual IFMA research publication
IFMA will provide support for a press release sent by the sponsor that promotes
your investment in the benchmark platform. Press release wording is subject to
approval by IFMA Communications/External Relations
*Customized package available
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Sponsorship

BENCHMARKING MODULES SPONSORSHIP

BENCHMARKING MODULES

CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR

US$32,000 PER YEAR (EACH SPONSOR)*
MULTIPLE PROJECT MODULES AVAILABLE
INCLUDES:
• Company logo applied to benchmark project module on front-end
• Company logo on annual RBI research report
• Company name recognized in the official press release supporting
benchmarking system evolution
• Company logo hyperlinked to your URL on related RBI electronic materials
distributed to IFMA members
• A short (50 words maximum) description of the sponsor’s company and a link
to the sponsor’s website on the RBI Research page for up to three months
• Recognition in the IFMA WIRE e-newsletter
• Recognition on a list of sponsors displayed at select IFMA events
• Inclusion on a list of research sponsors in an annual IFMA Research publication
*Customized package available
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BENCHMARKING MODULES

SUPPORTING SPONSOR
US$20,000 PER YEAR*
INCLUDES:
• Company logo hyperlinked to your URL on related electronic materials
distributed to IFMA members
• Recognition in the IFMA WIRE e-newsletter
• Recognition on a list of sponsors displayed at select IFMA events
• Inclusion on a list of research sponsors in an annual IFMA Research publication
*Customized package available

Sponsorship

RESEARCH CONFERENCE SPONSOR
MULTIPLE AREAS, MULTIPLE LEVELS

RESEARCH CONFERENCE
& THINK TANK
SPONSORSHIPS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet-and-Greet Event (US$8,000)
Networking Breakfast Sponsor (US$3,000)
Networking Breaks Sponsor (US$1,500)
Conference Agenda Book Sponsor (US$5,000)
Research Luncheon Sponsor (US$6,000)
Conference Bag Sponsor (US$3,000)
Name Badge Lanyard Sponsor (US$2,000)
Plenary Presentation Exclusive Sponsor (US$5,000)
Pen and Paper Sponsor (US$1,500)

THINK TANK SPONSOR

MULTIPLE AREAS, MULTIPLE LEVELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Meet-and-Greet Event (US$10,000)
Networking Breakfast Sponsor (US$3,000)
Networking Breaks Sponsor (US$1,500)
Luncheon Sponsor (US$4,000)
Event Bag Sponsor (US$1,000)
Name Badge Lanyard Sponsor (US$500)
Keynote presenter (US$5,000)
Pen and Paper Sponsor (US$1,500)

www.ifma.org | research.ifma.org
/InternationalFacilityManagementAssociation
/company/ifma
@IFMA
/IFMAGlobal

